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7 Questions with Bright Horse

January's Guest:
Neil Keating

  

Do you want to learn more about Experience and Experience

Management from the experts? In these monthly volumes we will

be speaking with exciting people who want to share their journey

to XLAs . We will learn about their personal journey to experience

management, the real-time business insights and advantages of

measuring experience and hints and tips about how to succeed in

this revolutionary movement. So, sit back and enjoy !

 
Our Co-Founder and Chief Experience Officer Neil is an Employee Experience pioneer,

architect and XLA expert. Having led employee experience metrics, and XLA,

implementation in global organisations, Neil is highly experienced in providing

Experience Assessments, Coaching, Education and Consulting.

"I have spent 25 years building, operating and growing IT service organisations for

companies like Pink Roccade, Getronics and Eurodata before co-founding Bright Horse in

2013. I have a mission to revolutionise the way companies report their IT services by

basing success on the experience of the people using them."
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Let's talk!
Tell us about your journey to implementing
improved Experience Management and XLAs.
How? When? Why?  

For most of my career I have worked in outsourcing and have

spent a lot of my time implementing (largely) irrelevant SLAs. A

“moment of magic” happened once when I implemented a new

outsourcing service desk and support solution to a large insurance

company. We had hit every single SLA every month for the first 3

months and I recall meeting the customer and suggesting that

they must be delighted with the work we were doing as we had

hit all our metrics from day one. 

The response I got was a shock but taught me a huge lesson in

experience. The IT director told me that he didn’t care about the

SLAs, he said that could see we had answered the phone on time,

he knew we had responded to incidents on time and even fixed

them on time..... but there was still a high number of incidents,

there were still P1 issues, there were still repeat issues – their

employees were still losing productivity and weren’t happy. I was

told that we were doing what was right for the contract not what

was right for their business! 

This was a big lesson learned and a couple of years later, we

formed Bright Horse and now we pioneer XLAs and Experience

Metrics to make sure that IT departments are basing their success

on the feedback of their customers (both internal and external).

In your opinion what has caused organisations to
focus on Experience Management?

When we started out in XLAs, nobody knew what they were, when

we started talking about watermelons and kiwis – everyone

thought we were mad or it was a fad. Now, this is huge –

improving employee/customer experience is on the agenda of

every CIO I speak with. 

Why? I think that organisations are now more aware of the links

between IT enablement and productivity (also productivity and

improved profit). Engaged employees are 20% more productive

that disengaged employees (Gallup). IT experience plays a big role

in this – CIOs realise that as we enter the Experience Economy

(Pine and Gilmore) the role of IT is changing. IT’s role is to enable

people to do their jobs – using technology to find better, faster,

easier ways of working and to make sure that experience remains

high even when things go wrong. 

How has the implementation of Experience
Management improved your business?

Bright Horse has been transformed by Experience Management,

we used to deliver traditional ITSM consulting and technologies,

but we learned that this will only get you so far. To take the next

step up – managing and improving experience is what you need

to do. Our team have now worked globally on XLA and XMO

projects truly transforming our client’s businesses by introducing

XLAs and Digital Experience with Nexthink.



How would you define Experience/Digital
Experience Management?
 
Experience Management is key to every single organisation as

you can never know if you are being successful and doing the

right things unless you ask people how they feel. True XLAs and

Experience Management brings together the right data points

enabling you to measure both quantitative data alongside

qualitative data so you can drive the right outcomes.

If I was being creative, I would describe it as a Rubik's Cube. It

is multi-dimensional, logical, it is made up of many smaller

parts coming together in the right way, there is an art and a

science and is straightforward to do once you know how. Also,

once you start to get results, you don’t want to put it down!

What advice would you give companies who
are starting out on their Experience
Management Journey?

 Firstly, I think that education is key. Understand what a true

XLA is and what it can do for your business – bring as many

people as you can along the journey with you. Once you have

the support from the business, work out what the most

impactful things you can do within the constraints that you

have. What experience ambitions do you have? How deep can

you go? What does your budget/resources allow? Experience

Management is a journey, some companies are able to invest

in new experience teams, tools and processes and are now

seeing big returns. Some companies are not able to do this

and need to take smaller steps. Both are good options and

both will enable you to see a return on your investment.

My best advice is from an old Chinese philosopher “A Journey

of a Thousand Miles Begins with a Single Step” – come and

speak with us at Bright Horse and we will show you how to

make the best of the resources that you have.

Share with us a time in your life where
experience affected your decision

A difficult question as there is so many to choose from and I

use them a lot when I talk to customers about experience

management (from choosing the right car to buy to a recent

blog of mine about choosing the right kitchen). 

A positive experience I had recently that affected my decision

was that we were going to walk away from a large well known

software vendor’s product but then I had reason to call their

support line. The telephone queue was massive and although

some voice kept telling me my call was important – I still had

to wait for ages and it firmed up my decision to not renew.

However...this all changed when the support agent I did get

through to totally transformed my opinion – they empathised,

they were calm, they spoke to me in language that I

understood and they stayed with me until my issue was

resolved (which took a few hours). This person’s skills,

communication and attitude turned a bad experience into a

good one The result? I renewed their contract.

On the negative side, I have learned over the years that cost

might be an initial attraction, but people only ever return if the

experience was good.

And finally, what is something that recently
made you smile?

I recently had a reunion weekend away with some friends

going round visiting places we went when we were younger -

lots of funny memories and stories and lots of smiles. 

For me though, it is also the smaller things that make me smile

like traffic lights turning to green just as you get there or

having the right amount of change when buying something in

a shop. This week I smiled to myself as I was the first person to

use a new Marmite jar!


